
 

Game Wins & Monthly Points Stacks 
Each game is a chance for a stack or second chance 

 

Chips in play come from both “Stacks” and bonus chips. Stacks 

represent the majority of the chips in play in each cash tournament. 

 

Stacks Awarded Each Game 
• One stack (5,000 chips) is awarded for every nine players attending. If 27+ 

players attend, fourth place receives a half stack. If 36+ players attend, 

fourth place receives a full stack. 

• Once the field has been reduced to the number of stacks eligible for that 

particular game, players may stop playing. Player with most chips signs out 

last. 

• Players are allowed to chop in half stacks if all parties agree. (If three 

players remain, and there are two stacks available, the bottom two players 

may split a stack. The leading player would still receive a full stack). 

 

Points Stacks Awarded Each Month 
• One stack (5,000 chips) is granted to each of the top four point earners 

within each month who have not already won a stack (or half stack) in 

that month. 

• Anyone who has won a stack in any given month is not eligible to win a 

points stack in that month. 

• In the case of ties in points, stacks will be split up accordingly. 

• Points stacks are awarded each individual month, separately from other 

months. Players can win more than one points stack in a series. 

• Monthly points stack wins do not affect series bonus chips wins based on 

overall series points in any way. Any player who earns a stack through a 

monthly points win is still eligible for the overall series bonus points chips. 

 

Current eligible points leaders will have red highlights in each month’s 

sheet until play is included and actual stacks are awarded. 
 

Good Luck! 


